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1. Overview

The Joint Committee on Transportation and the Senate and House Committees on Ways and

Means recently received two administration reports on the status of the Central Artery/Tunnel

(CA/T) project The Massachusetts Highway Department (MHD) and the Turnpike Authority

produced the Central Artery Tunnel Project Finance Plan of October 1997 pursuant to section

17 of Chapter 3, Acts of 1997 requiring a six-month status report on CA/T financing The

Executive Office of Administration and Finance (A&F) prepared a companion report, Central

Artery Third Harbor Tunnel Project Financing Revie\^; to provide details regarding financing the

Commonwealth's share of the CA/T project Together these reports describe a revised plan of

finance for the completion of the CA/T Cnew CA Tplan ")

The A7ew CA Tplan described in these reports follows by 10 months the Feasibility Study on the

Metropolitan Highw ay System of December 1996 This earlier study detailed a plan to fijnd the

state's share of CA/T costs including the use of Turnpike and Massport revenues The financing

strategy described in the Feasibility Study formed the basis of legislative approval of Chapter 3,

Acts of 1997 that authorized the creation of the Metropolitan Highway System, and Chapter 1 1,

Acts of 1997, the 1997 Transportation Bond Bill, which authorized the initial implementation of

the Feasibility Study recommendations and established the parameters for fiiture state CA/T
expenditures.

The purpose of this review is to provide—in one report—a succinct description of the neM' CA T

finance plan, and its fiscal policy implications It is based on the two administration CA/T status

reports recently presented to the Legislature and other CA/T project data

The administration's new CA Tplan includes many significant changes from the Feasibility Study

plan These include

a much larger project funding requirement —

According to the new- CA Tplan, project expenditures \i ill total at least 511.6 billion in

direct project costs—SI. 2 billion more than the SIO.4 billion reported in the Feasibility

Stucty. This does not include $775 million in interest costs associated w ith proposed

bridgefinancing tofundproject shortfalls during peak construction, as noted below.

at least $2 1 billion in interim borrowing to bridge a project fijnding gap during peak

construction, $600 million more than anticipated by the Feasibility Study, with $775

million in interest expenses above regular state debt service costs —
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BetMeen 1998 and 2001 $5.6 hillion in project costs mil come due, nhile fundsfrom

( ^ommonHealth, federal and authority sources \mII total only 53. 5 billion during the same

period. Insufficientfederal revenues and delays in almost 50% of authority payments

until 2003 Mill contribute to the shortfall. The ne\^ CA Tplan callsfor $1.5 billion in

federal grant anticipation notes (GANs). and $600 million in bond anticipation notes

(BANs) to be repaidfrom Massport and Turnpike contributions.

a significant increase in Commonwealth contributions toward remaining project costs --

77?^ new CA Tplan adds $1.2 billion to Commonwealth contributions towardproject

completion. Most of this increase comesfrom a proposal tofund the $775 million

"bridge financing" interest expensefrom the state budget. In addition, the new CA T

plan callsfor the Commonwealth tofinance $400 million in "S4HS bonds. " Ihe new

plan callsfor the Turnpike to assume this debt in FY 2003, but only if the Commonwealth

agrees to pay the Turnpike $25 million per yearforforty years.

• borrowing against federal grant funds received through 2009, four years after project

completion—

The Feasibility Study plan assumed that the state would receive enoughfederal grant

funds though 2005 to fulfill project needs. However, the new CA/T plan recognizes that,

even under the most optimistic assumptions, federal grantfunds received through 2005

willfallfar short offunding needs. Consequently, the new plan will tap at least $900

million infederal highwayfunds received through FY 2009 to pay CAT expenses.

The remainder of this report assesses the new CA Tplan in more detail and highlights the fiscal

policy issues associated \\ith its elements Section 2 describes the increase in the funding needs of

project completion. Section 3 details how the new CA Tplan distributes project fijnding

responsibilities between federal funds, Commonwealth expenditures and authority contributions

In Section 4 the administration's strategy for bridging a funding gap during peak construction is

presented Finally, section 5 provides a summary of the changes in the Commonwealth's CA/T
finance strategy since the Feasibility Study.



2. How Much Money Does the Commonwealth Need to Complete the Project?

According to MHD, CA/J project expenditures have totaled $4 775 billion as of June 30, 1997

The new CA Tplan assumes that another S6 844 billion will be spent between FY 1998 and FY
2005 to complete the project, bringing total project expenditures to $1 1 619 billion, as shown in

Table 1 This is $1 2 billion higher than the $10 388 billion project cost estimate presented in the

Feasibility Study. Of this amount $400 million represents net project cost increases over last year

Most of the remaining $800 million increase represents recognition that savings anticipated from

the project's insurance program will not be available to reduce project spending needs MHD
estimates that $780 million will be available from the project's self-insurance fijnd after they settle

all claims However, these funds will not be available before 2017, a ftjll twelve years after the

project is completed, and thus will not be available to pay C.VT bills, a point underscored in a

recent report of the General Accounting Office (GAO), a research arm of Congress
'

Table 1. CA/T Funding Requirements

(billions)

Expenditures as of 6/97 $4 775

Expenditures 1998-2005 6 844

Total Direct Expenditures $11,619

To-Go Direct Expenditures $6 844

Interest on "bndge finance" 0 775
*

Total To-Go Funding Needs $7,615

Administration & Finance estimate.

According to the new CA Tplan the

Commonwealth will need at least $7 615 billion to

complete the CA/T project, as Table 1 shows.

This includes the $6 844 billion in remaining

direct project expenditures noted above, and an

estimated $775 million in borrowing costs

associated with the bridge financing component

described in more detail in section 4.

Holding direct costs to the $6 844 billion level

could be very difficult. l\\&newCA Tfinance
plan assumes that fijture contract cost overruns

will not exceed 10 7% of the original bid price.

However, to date actual cost growth on awarded contracts has averaged 17.4% Although

contracts awarded since 1994 have experienced better cost control, the GAO estimates that at

current rates CA/T contract overruns could add between $100 million and $500 million to project

costs This would push CA/T funding needs to between $7 7 billion and $8 1 billion " Project

managers will have to continue to be extraordinarily vigilant to achieve project cost goals.

3. How Will the Commonwealth Meet C.VT Funding Needs?

The new CA Tplan relies on a mix of federal. Commonw ealth and third-party contributions to

fijnd remaining CA/T costs However, to meet the higher funding requirement descnbed above

the new CA Tplan counts on a larger amount of federal and Commonwealth flinds than were

anticipated in the Feasibility Study plan. This includes $4 6 billion in federal grants either for

direct expenditures or to repay grant anticipation notes, a Commonwealth contribution of $1 2

billion, and third-party payments of $900 million as shown in Table 2.

General Accouting Office Progress and Challenges to Central Atert>/Tunnel Project's Costs and Financing JuJ>

1997. GAO/RCED-97-170. Page 9.

^ Op cit Pages 14-15.
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Federal Funds

Table 2. Funding Remaining CAyT Costs

Completion: New Finance Plan (billions)

1998 to
Federal Highway Trust Fund dollars are

distnbuted to states each year based on a

formula established by Congress every

four to six years These fijnds provide

the federal share of both the CVT
project and the statewide road and

bridge program/' Under the highway

funding law that covered 1992 to 1997,

the Intermodal Surface Transportation

Efficiency Act (ISTEA). Massachusetts

received an average of S800 million per

year between 1992 and 1997.

The Commonwealth is expected to

experience a significant reduction in

highway dollars when Congress

approves successor legislation to ISTEA

However, the uncertainty is over how
severe the cut will be. The new CA T

plan assumes that S4 5 billion in federal

highway aid will be available for

remaining project expenses This is
,

approximately $11 billion more than the

"high federal funding scenario" presented in the Feasibility Study. This higher federal funding

level rests on two important revisions from the Feasibility Study estimates

Revenues

Federal

Direct expenditures 3 093

GASs repayment I 500

Total Federal $4 593

Commonwealth

Direct expenditures 0 953

Interest on bridge financing 0 775

MHS bonds' 0 400

Total Commonwealth 1 128

Third-Party

Turnpike^ 0 600

Massport 0 300

Total Third-Part\ 0 900

Total Revenues $7,621

1 Funds to come from Turnpike but repaid by

Commonwealth.

2 Does not include a $100 rmllion Turnpike payment to be

made in FY 1998 but applied to FY 1997 CA/T expenses.

First, the new plan assumes that Massachusetts will receive between $550 million and $580

million in annual federal highway aid for the next twelve years This range is on average higher

than the best case estimate presented in the Feasibility Study That Study assumed Massachusetts

would receive at best, $650 million per year between 1998 and 2001, and $450 million per year

through 2005—an annual average of $525 million. At worst, the state would receive only $450

million per year through the entire eight-year period, as indicated in Figure 1.

The amount assumed in the wen CA Tplan also falls in the upper range of proposals now under

consideration in Congress, as shown in Figure 1 A measure under review by the House of

Representative would give Massachusetts $552 million per year for the next six years. However.

Republican Congressional leadership has criticized that bill because it is based on spending levels

Both the Feasibility Study plan and the new CA Tplan assume that the CA/T will receive 71% of total federal

aid until 2002, and 50% thereafter with the remainder going to the statev\ide road and bridge program as

proposed in the 1998 Slate Transportation Improvement Plan.
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Figure 1

Annual Federal Aid to Massachusetts
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CA/T Plan

that would violate the balanced budget agreement adopted by Congress and the President The

Senate bill, which works within the budget agreement, would provide only $392 million per year

over the next six years, 30% less than assumed in the new CA Tplan. Recent estimates that the

federal deficit may be eliminated sooner than expected has turned Congressional debate toward

the use of surplus federal funds. This new fiscal environment has improved the chances that

efforts by the state's Congressional delegation to provide sufficient federal highway aid could

enjoy some measure of success.

Even assuming $550 million to $580 million in annual federal funding, highway aid received

during the 1998-2005 project period still falls short of project funding needs Consequently the

new CA Tplan borrows against $900 million of the federal flinds the state expects to receive in

the four years from 2006 to 2009, well after project completion (See discussion of grant

anticipation notes in Section 4) This is another significant departure from the Feasibility Study

The earlier analysis assumed that the state would receive enough federal aid between 1998 and

2005 to finance project needs.

The assumptions built into the new CA Tplan regarding federal aid underscore the uncertainty

surrounding future federal highway funding Not only does the new plan require that the state

receive $550 million to $580 million per year, but that it will continue to receive this amount

through both the upcoming ISTEA reauthorization and successor legislation Obviously, the latter

may not even be considered by Congress for another six years, making any assumptions about

federal aid received during this period especially speculative.
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Commonwealth Contributions

In the past the Commonwealth met its share of CA/T costs from transportation bond fijnds

allocated under the state's five-year capital plan The Feasibility Study estimated state CA/T

expenditures after FY 1997 at approximately S900 million Under the CA Tplan this bond-

fijnded contribution is supplemented by state assumption of an additional SI 2 billion in project

financing, as shown in Table 2 Much of the increase in Commonw ealth contributions is related

to the $775 million in interest costs associated with the "bridge financing ' described in the A&F
CA T Financing Review.

According to the A&F report, the state can readily finance these additional costs from the its

operating budget The total cost of $775 million is a sizable amount, exceeding the entire

Turnpike contribution to remaining CA/T expenses and adding more than $100 million to the

annual operating budget during peak repayment years Moreover, the level of "bridge financing"

assumed in the new CA Tplan represents the best case If federal funds fall below planned levels

and/or project costs exceed expectations, the state might have to increase the amount of interim

borrowing. This will lengthen the repayment period and increase interest costs The

Commonwealth should be cautious about building this cost risk into its operating budget One

alternative approach would be to fund much of this interest expense from the state's federal

highway aid allocation. More than $650 million of this cost will finance interest on $1 5 billion in

GANs and are eligible costs under the rules governing the use of federal highway funds

However, under current allocation assumptions, this approach would increase the amount of

federal aid received after 2005 tapped to fijnd the CA/T project and extend the repayment period.

The new CA/T plan also calls on the state to finance $400 million in so-called "MHS bonds" The

Legislature authorized these state general obligation bonds in 1995 (Chapter 102, Acts of 1995)

to satisfy a federal requirement that the state demonstrate it has the financial resources to

complete the project if federal funds fell short. Policy makers originally viewed these MHS bonds

as funds of last resort and were not built into the state capital plan In the Feasibility Study, the

administration proposed to issue short-term Commonwealth debt against this borrowing authority

but use Turnpike funds to repay it.

It is clear that under the new CA Tplan the Commonwealth bears the burden of financing this

debt. According to the terms of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between A&F and the

Turnpike, the state will issue $400 million in short-term debt which will be repaid with Turnpike

bond funds in 2003 However, in addition to paying the interest on the short-term notes, the

Commonwealth will also finance the $400 million in Turnpike bonds with contract assistance to

the Turnpike of at least $25 million per year for forty years This amount roughly equals the debt

service costs of $400 million in Turnpike bonds While the neM' CA Tplan characterizes this

contract assistance as operating aid for the central artery, it is clear from the MOU, Turnpike

bond documents and the proposed MBTA bond bill (HB4987) that this contract assistance is

intended to be a general obligation of the Commonw ealth and to be pledged by the Turnpike

Authority to pay their own bonds/*

* See section 18 of HB 4987, and the Official Statement of the Turnpike Authontv of September 24. 1997
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Third-Partv Payments-Turnpike and Massport

The Feasibility Study was originally conducted to determine the appropriate level of Turnpike

Authority and Massport contributions to CA/T project costs in the event of sharp cuts in federal

aid That Study suggested that the authorities could provide up to SI 6 billion This included a

$700 million initial Turnpike payment, an additional $300 million payment at the end of the

project, if needed, and Turnpike assumption of the MHS bonded debt ' In addition, Massport

officials stated that the Port Authority could pay no more than $200 million toward CA/T costs.

The ne\i' CA Tplan adjusts these third-party payments resulting in a net decline of $600 million.

It reduces Turnpike contributions to just $700 million and delays most of this payment—$600

million—until the middle of FY 1999 (The Turnpike is expected to make $100 million payment

on June 25, 1998 which the state will apply to 1997 CA/T expenses ) As noted above, the

Commonwealth will finance the $400 million in MHS bonds The final $300 million Turnpike

payment suggested in the Feasibility Study is not addressed in the new CA Tplan.

Massport is expected to contribute a total of $300 million, $100 million more than assumed in the

Feasibility Study plan The legislation establishing the Metropolitan Highway System established

a minimum Massport payment of $200 million and a maximum contribution of $300 million

pending a study of CA/T assets that could appropriately be acquired with Massport funds. That

study is expected to identify an additional $100 million in assets to allow the fijll Massport

contribution. The bulk of Massport payments—$200 million—will come between 2003 and 2005,

well after peak construction (See Section 4.)

4. How Will the Commonwealth Meet Peak Construction Cash Needs?

The CA/T project has just entered its peak construction period. Over the four years between

1998 and 2001 project expenditures will average $1.4 billion per year However, most of the

contributions to CA/T project costs will not be available until after this peak construction period,

as illustrated in Figure 2 While nearly $5 6 billion of total remaining costs comes due between

FY 1998 and FY 2001, funds from Commonwealth, federal and Authority contributions will total

only $3 5 billion over this period, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The neM, CA Tplan proposes to "'bridge" the resulting shortfall with $2 1 billion of short- to

medium-term debt This bridge financing strategy, described in the A&F CA T Project Financing

Review' includes $1 5 billion in federal grant anticipation notes (GANs) and $600 million in notes

in anticipation of authority payments, referred in the A&F report as BANs To put this in

perspective, this amount of interim debt would exceed the $14 billion in Fiscal Recovery Bonds

issued during the state's fiscal crisis and generate interest costs of $775 million, more than the

entire Turnpike contribution to CA/T expenses

The Turnpike made a SlOO million pa\Tnent to the Commonwealth in FY 1996 to acquire the Ted Williams

Tunnel. These funds helped finance C.VT e.xpenses in FY 1996 and FY 1997.
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Grant Anticipation Notes

The new CA Tplan relies on $1 5 billion in GAiNs to help cover the shortfall between 1998 and

2002 GANs will allow the Commonwealth to borrow money during peak construction and repay

it in fijture years when federal funds exceed project needs The f easibility Study anticipated

repaying GANs with federal grants received within the project period—between FY 2002 and FY
2005*, as indicated in Figure 2 However, under new planning assumptions only about S600

million in federal funds would be available during this period to repay G.\Ns Consequently, the

new plan counts on $900 million in federal fijnds received between FY 2006 and FY 2009 to

repay the remaining GANs While it may be unavoidable. Figure 2 shows the extent to which the

Commonwealth will mortgage future federal highway aid received af^er the project is completed.

A&F estimates the interest cost of GANs borrowing assumed in the new CA Tplan will be $668

million The new CA Tplan assumes that these interest costs will be added to the state operating

budget rather than paid from federal highway funds

Figure 2

CXIT Cash Needs vs Revenues: New Plan
$2,000 -, ,

1

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

—•— Cash Needs Revenues

Commonwealth Notes in .Anticipation of Authority Payments

The Turnpike and Massport will fund their contributions to remaining CA;'T costs through toll

revenues from Metropolitan Highway System facilities, including the Boston Turnpike extension,

the Callahan/Sumner Tunnel, the Ted Williams Tunnel and Massport's, Tobin bridge To

According to the 1996 Feasibilit\ Stud\. "Even in the worst-case scenario, the Commonweahh should recene

sufficient grant dollars over the next four years (2002-2005) to generate a cumulative surplus almost as large as

the deficit from 1998 to 2001 By issuing GANs. the Commonwealth has the potential to cover its present

needs with borrowed capital based on fiiture receipts." {Feasibility SiuJy, p D-1)
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minimize the level of immediate toll hikes needed to fund these contributions, the Administration

will allow the authorities to stagger their payments over several years, as shown in Table 3 As a

result, nearly 50% of the $1 3 billion to be provided by the authorities will not be available until

after FY2000 To make project payments during peak construction the plan calls for the

Commonwealth to issue short-term (five-year) notes in anticipation of authority payments Under

current cost assumptions the Commonwealth will have to issue $600 million in these notes with

interest costs of approximately SI 07 million.

^—_ ^
Table 3. Estimated Schedule of Authority Payments of C.-VT Contributions to Commonwealth

(millions)

Fiscal Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Total

Turnpike SO' S600 SO $0 SO S200^ S200' $0 SI.000

Massport S12 S31 S52 $0 $0 S105 $50 $50 $300

* A Turnpike paxment of $100 million to be made m 1998 will be applied to FY 1997 CAA" expenses
' Funds for these payments will come from Turnpike bonds repaid by Commonwealth contract assistance J

5. Summary Comparison of the New CA/T Plan and the Feasibility Study Plan

As this analysis shows, the Commonwealth's strategy for financing the CA/T has undergone

significant changes in the ten months since the Feasibility Study was presented to the Legislature

As shown in Table 4, the new CA Tplan identifies $2 1 billion more in expenses and funding than

the Feasibility Study plan. Most of the increase comes ft'om tapping federal highway aid beyond

FY 2005 and hiking the contribution from the Commonwealth. In addition, the neMi CA Tplan

reduces the Turnpike contribution by as much as $700 million.

Table 4. New CA/T Financing Plan vs Feasibility Study

(millions)

New CA/T Feasibilits'

Plan Study Plan Difference % Change

Remauung project expenditures $6,844 $5,595 $1,249 22%
Bridge finance interest 775 0 775

Total Expenditures $7,619 $5,595 $2,024 36%

Sources

Federal $4,591' $3,084- $1,507 49%
Commonwealth^ 2,128 880 1 248 142%
Turnpike 700"' 1.400 -700 -50%

Massport 300 200 100 50%
Total $7,619 $5,564 $2,055 37%

1. Includes $763 million of pre- 1998 funds and $899 million in post-2005 funds.

2. Feasibility Study high federal funding scenano plus $763 million in pre- 1998 federal funds.

3 Includes $953 in bond funds. $400 million in MHS debt and $775 million in " bndge financing" interest.

4 $100 million of this Turnpike payment will be applied to FY1997 CA/T e.xpenses and is not included in the

column total.
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Policy makers are being called upon to approve a very elaborate CA/T financing plan, and to

commit the Commonwealth to billions of dollars of new debt It is crucial that we all understand

the full magnitude of these commitments and the associated risks Funding the completion of the

CA/T project in the face of reductions in future federal highway aid presents a formidable

challenge Working together, Massachusetts state government can meet that challenge, but only if

our actions are based on a fijll and frank assessment of project costs and fijnding sources It is

hoped that this review will contribute to that process
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